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Abstract. Question Generation (QG) is a task within Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) that involves automatically generating ques-
tions given an input, typically composed of a text and a target answer.
Recent work on QG aims to control the type of generated questions so
that they meet educational needs. A remarkable example of controlla-
bility in educational QG is the generation of questions underlying cer-
tain narrative elements, e.g., causal relationship, outcome resolution, or
prediction. This study aims to enrich controllability in QG by introduc-
ing a new guidance attribute: question explicitness. We propose to con-
trol the generation of explicit and implicit (wh)-questions from children-
friendly stories. We show preliminary evidence of controlling QG via
question explicitness alone and simultaneously with another target at-
tribute: the question’s narrative element. The code is publicly available
at github.com/bernardoleite/question-generation-control.

Keywords: Natural Language Processing ´ Question Generation ´ Con-
trollability ´ Question Explicitness.

1 Introduction

In the educational context, Question Generation (QG) can potentially automate
and assist the teacher in what can be a time-consuming and eortful task. QG
may also be helpful for the learner’s formative assessment via self-study and en-
gagement with computer-generated practice questions. However, automatic QG
tools are not widely used in classrooms [2,8], namely because generated ques-
tions are generally limited in types and diculty levels [2]. As pointed by Wang
et al. [8], there is a strong desire for user control, where humans provide input
to QG systems and can decide when to use their output. Inspired by this need,
this study proposes a QG framework for controlling the generation of explicit
and implicit questions, using question explicitness as a guidance attribute during
the generation process. Generally, explicit questions center on a particular story
fact, whereas implicit questions rely on summarizing3 and drawing inferences

3 Summarization skills have been used to assess and improve students’ reading com-
prehension ability [8].
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from implicit information in the text. As stated by Xu et al. [9], explicit and
implicit questions are formally dened as follows:

– Explicit questions ask for answers that can be directly found in the stories.
In other words, the source of answer are spans of text.

– Implicit questions ask for answers that cannot be directly found in the text.
Answering the questions requires either reformulating language or making
inferences. In other words, the answer source is free-form, meaning that
the answers can be any free-text, and there is no limit to where the answer
comes from.

Noteworthy, prior research [6,11,9] suggests that a combination of explicit and
implicit questions contributes to a more balanced diculty in the assessments.
To achieve our goal, we use a recent dataset called FairytaleQA [9], which
contains question-answering (QA) pairs derived from children-friendly stories.
Each question is categorized as explicit or implicit by expert annotators.

Some previous work has addressed controllability in educational QG. For
instance, Ghanem et al. [1] control the reading comprehension skills required
by the question, e.g., gurative language and summarization. Similarly, Zhao et
al. [10] control the narrative elements underlying the generated questions, such
as causal relationship, outcome resolution, or prediction. They use the same
dataset as this study, FairytaleQA, where each question, beyond explicitness,
is also categorized according to the referred narrative elements.

2 Generating Explicit and Implicit Questions

In this study, we ne-tune the T5 pre-trained model [5] with the controllable
mechanism for generating explicit and implicit questions. T5 is a text-to-text
generation model which has achieved state-of-the-art results on multiple natural
language generation benchmarks, including QA and summarization. We train
the model to generate both questions and answers for a particular story text.
To control the explicitness of the generated questions, we prepend a special to-
ken <ex> followed by explicit or implicit attribute at the beginning of the
input, before the story text. This attribute guides the system to generate a ques-
tion of the desired type. Other special tokens (<section>, <question> and
<answer>) are used to delimit the input and output information of the model.
This technique is based on a recent study [10] with the purpose of controlling QG
conditioned on another target attribute: the question’s narrative elements. We
also investigate controlling simultaneously the question’s explicitness along with
that target attribute. To that end, beyond <ex>, we prepend <nar> followed
by the narrative attribute name.

3 Experimental Setup

Data: We use FairytaleQA [9], in which educational experts have manually
created 10,580 QA pairs from 278 children-friendly stories. Each question is an-
notated with an explicitness label, which can be explicit or implicit. Also,
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Fig. 1. An illustrative example of question-answer pairs generated by dierent models.

each question is labeled with one of the following narrative elements4: char-
acter, setting, action, feeling, causal relationship, outcome resolu-
tion, or prediction. Statistically, each story has ≈15 sections and each section
(composed of multiple sentences) has ≈3 questions. Explicit questions represent
≈75% of all questions. We use the original train/val/test splits composed of
8,548/1,025/1,007 QA pairs.
Models: From the original dataset, we have trained dierent models5: (A)
question-section:answer; (B) answer-section:question; (C) section:question-answer;
(D) ex-section:question-answer; (E) nar-section:question-answer; and (F) nar-ex-
section:question-answer. Models A and B will serve as a baseline comparison with
the QA and QG models from the FairytaleQA paper. Model C only contains
the section text as input, so its purpose is to serve as a baseline to compare with
models D-F, which include control attributes. Model D includes the question’s
explicitness attribute in the input. Model E includes the narrative attribute in
the input. Model F has both control attributes included. Figure 1 shows an il-
lustrative example of the models with controllability prompts.
controlled test set: For assessing the eectiveness of controllability along mod-
els D-F, we have prepared a reorganized version from the original test set which
we call controlled test : each example includes a section and all ground-truth QA
pairs regarding that section, being that these QA pairs belong to one explicit-
ness type (explicit or implicit) and narrative element. Also, for comparability
between models C and D-F, each section only appears once.
Implementation Details: We use the t5-base6 model version. We have set
512 and 128 for the maximum token input and output, respectively. We train
the models with a maximum of 10 epochs, early stopping with a patience of 2,
and a batch size of 32. For inference, we use beam search with a beam width of 5.

4 Detailed information of each aspect is described in the FairytaleQA paper [9].
5 A colon separates the input and output information used by the models.
6 https://huggingface.co/t5-base
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4 Results

Baselines: FairytaleQA authors have reported n-gram similarity ROUGEL-
F1 [3] values of 0.536 (QA) and 0.527 (QG) on the test set. Using our baseline
models (A and B) we correspondingly obtained 0.559 (QA) and 0.529 (QG).
This shows that our baseline models are quantitatively aligned with previously
obtained results.
QA results by question explicitness: More on baseline model A for QA, our
ROUGEL-F1 QA results for explicit and implicit questions are 0.681 and 0.194,
respectively. This notable dierence is also observe by Xu et al. [9]. According
to the authors, this situation is expected since the answers to explicit questions
can be directly found in the text. In contrast, implicit questions call for in-depth
inference and summarization. We use this rationale to evaluate the controllabil-
ity of the question’s explicitness. We hypothesize that the QA model obtained
in setup A will perform signicantly better on explicit than implicit questions
generated from models D and F.
Controllability: We look for evidence of the question’s controllability by em-
ploying both QA and QG tasks. For QA, we use the ROUGEL-F1 metric and
EXACT MATCH, which is a strict all-or-nothing score between two strings.
For QG, we use n-gram similarity ROUGEL-F1 and BLEU-4 [4]. Also, we use
BLEURT [7], which is a more recent text generation performance metric.

Table 1 refers to the QA results, which have been obtained as follows. We
use the QA model (obtained in setup A) for answering the generated questions
from models D and F. Then, the answers obtained from the QA model are com-
pared against the answers generated from models D and F, yielding the reported
results. For both evaluation metrics, the QA model performs signicantly better
on explicit than implicit generated questions (conrming our hypothesis). Thus,
we conclude that these scores indicate compelling evidence that it is possible to
control the question’s explicitness using the proposed controllable mechanism.

Table 2 presents the obtained QG results. Here the traditional evaluation pro-
cedure in QG is employed, which is to directly compare the generated questions
with the ground-truth7. We nd no signicant dierences in the QG scores ob-
tained by model D compared to C, which can be explained as follows: controlling
the question’s explicitness has more inuence on the type of answer required to
respond to the generated question than on the syntax of that generated question.
Therefore, we consider the non-signicant dierences between models C and D in
the QG results to be expected. In contrast, a signicant improvement is observed
in models E and F (which receive narrative controllability prompts) compared
to model C. This can be explained as follows: controlling the question’s narrative
elements strongly inuences the syntax of the generated questions. For instance,
we empirically observe that when requesting the model to generate questions
about the causal relationship element, it generates (in many cases) questions

7 Note that the drop in QG ROUGEL-F1 values relative to baseline model B is ex-
pected, since in these models the answer is not included in the input. The generated
questions may thus focus on target answers that are not part of the gold standard.
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starting with Why did...?. As for outcome resolution, the model generates
What happened...? questions. As for prediction, the model generates How
will...? questions.

Finally, it should be noted that model F (which receives both explicitness
and narrative controllability prompts) is shown to be eective for controlling
simultaneously question’s explicitness and question’s narrative elements.

Table 1. QA results (0-1) for assessing the question’s controllability (controlled test).

ROUGEL-F1 EXACT MATCH

Models Overall Explicit Implicit Overall Explicit Implicit

ex-section:question-answer (D) 0.656 0.741 0.431 0.434 0.483 0.306

nar-ex-section:question-answer (F) 0.671 0.730 0.514 0.449 0.489 0.343

Table 2. QG results (0-1) for assessing the question’s controllability (controlled test).

Models ROUGEL-F1 BLEU-4 BLEURT

section:question-answer (C) 0.305 0.099 0.370

ex-section:question-answer (D) 0.303 0.104 0.369

nar-section:question-answer (E) 0.432 0.189 0.432

nar-ex-section:question-answer (F) 0.432 0.195 0.424

5 Conclusion

In this study, we work towards enriched controllability for educational QG.
Through automatic evaluation, the results show preliminary evidence that it
is possible to (1) control the question’s explicitness and (2) simultaneously con-
trol both the question’s explicitness and question’s narrative elements. We argue
that the next developments in educational QG should involve enriching (even
more) the controllability process with multiple guidance and educationally rel-
evant attributes. Looking for additional eective control mechanisms is also an
interesting route. For future work, we intend to perform a large-scale human
evaluation focusing on QG controllability in an actual educational environment.
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